
10 Principles TAIGERs live by





Every TAIGER is unique. They come from 

all walks of life and all sorts of companies.

 
Who are TAIGERs?
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The TAIGER stripes is what makes us tick as technologists in 

a world driven by constant disruption and growth. With 

technology growing exponentially, TAIGER is committed to 

our mission to free the human intellect by unlocking a better 

way to work. 

These stripes are the code we don't speak about. But act on. 

Live and breathe everyday. They are not given, but bred, 

earned and shared. They are the reasons why we attract 

clients who want to lead their pack. The shared values that 

attract talents from Fortune 500 companies. They are the 

core that keeps us centred as we move forward. 

 

St-ri-pe noun [ C ] UK  /straɪp/ US  /straɪp/
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Finding a way to unlock next level 

efficiency, productivity and growth is 

what drives us at TAIGER. The work is 

never finished.
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Technological breakthroughs aren't pretty. They are often born out 

of long nights of trial and error and intense debates and iterations. 

Today, our technology is used to power global financial institutions 

and mission critical government agencies.
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Not a work life.

The reason we attract top talents from big places is because we are 

committed not just in creating game changing work but life chang-

ing ones. Works that travel from LinkedIn profiles to TEDx stages.  
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What can we bu
i l d
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What can we bu
i l d

It's less about what we code but 

more about the value we deliver.
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Jack of 
all trades
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The truth is, the world changes faster than we learn. That's why we 

are more than our degrees and PhDs. Rolling up our sleeves, 

picking up new skills and experimenting often are all traits that 

keep our edge sharp and our minds bright.
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1  + 1  =
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When minds meet, efforts are multiplied. Ideas build on each 

other and become better when we come together. What takes 

weeks to build elsewhere, can happen in days here. 

1  + 1  =
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T H E R

E I S N

O B O X
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Engineering is creative and creativity is chaotic. Ideas don't come 

neatly packed in flowcharts and powerpoints. Draw on glass. Write 

on walls. Scribble on serviettes. Think out of the box often.
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Do the right things in the
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ways

r i h g t

r i t g h

r i t g h

r t g i h

r g h t i

r t g i h

r g h t i
Purpose and professionalism goes hand in hand. That's why we are 

called upon by governments to advise on AI governance and ethics.
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We code, but curiosity about what makes our users 

tick is what drives us.
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I S N ‘ T

D I V E RD I V E R
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No one is a token of anything. Each of us matters. We make a clear 

distinction that your voice comes not from your age but from your 

experiences - and everyone has a wealth of that to offer.  

A

S I T YS I T Y
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